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We propose a new TCP we named as “TCP Identification & Revivable Window (TCP-
I&RW)” to improve TCP performance in wireless networks supporting data link layer auto-
matic repeat request (ARQ) for link errors on wireless links. The TCP sender in TCP-I&RW
places an identification tag decided by using random number for every data segment. Like
conventional TCP protocols, if a segment loss is detected, it first infers a congestion, lowers
the sending rate and retransmits with a different identification tag. The TCP sender figures
out the actual cause of segment loss depending on identification reply in the acknowledge-
ment corresponding to the retransmitted data. If the segment loss is not due to congestion,
the TCP sender revives its transmission rate to the value prior to the retransmission. As
such, erroneous detection of congestion is avoided. This ensures an improved throughput for
TCP over wireless links supporting data link layer ARQ. Experiments show our proposed new
scheme can achieve better performance than existing well established schemes in the cellular
network and also in the satellite network. Also, TCP-I&RW incorporates a mechanism to
nullify any attempt by aggressive TCP receivers hoping to occupy unfairly high shares of link
bandwidth.

1. Introduction

In recent years, mobile and wireless devices
are being incorporated to the Internet at a rapid
pace. This initiates the need for optimizing ma-
jor applications to perform satisfactorily over
wireless links. Almost eighty percent of the In-
ternet applications run on TCP 1). Therefore,
while accommodating mobile wireless devices in
the Internet, TCP concerns deserve special at-
tention 2)∼4),8),13)∼20).

Wireless links are generally prone to a higher
link error rate than their wired counterparts.
Since conventional TCP protocols are designed
to be used in wired networks with low link er-
ror rates, their designs do not take link errors
into account. That is, they assume segment
losses occur solely due to congestion in net-
works 6). Whenever a segment loss occurs, con-
ventional TCP infers congestion and the TCP
sender reduces its sending rate as a remedial
measure. Therefore, when conventional TCP
are used over wireless networks, they interpret
all the losses to be originating from congestion
and frequently lower their transmission rates
unnecessarily. As such, deployment of conven-
tional TCP over wireless links results in a de-
creased throughput 2),4).

The problem has so far been attempted to
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be solved using different approaches. Among
them, solutions supported by data link layer are
the most promising ones. Solving problems re-
lated to link errors primarily at data link layer,
is natural as well as efficient from deployment
point of view. Commercial standards and prod-
ucts for wireless connection also guarantee such
provisions at data link layer. As such, in order
to ensure high performance for TCP over wire-
less, TCP enhancement proposals that count
on such data link layer support have received
widespread popularity.

In this paper, we therefore, focus on this type
of approach to improve TCP performance over
wireless networks. The essential idea is that
when a segment loss occurs, our TCP first be-
haves like conventional TCP by lowering the
transmission rate. It then figures out the ac-
tual cause of each segment loss using some
tricky identification tags in the corresponding
acknowledgement. If tags suggest that the loss
is not due to congestion, it revives the trans-
mission rate to that before the detected loss.
Our proposed TCP thus alleviates unnecssary
decrease in TCP transmission rate and corre-
sponding throughput degradation. We name
this new TCP as “TCP Identification & Re-
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vivable Window (TCP-I&RW)”. TCP-I&RW is
designed for cases where wireless links support
data link layer ARQ (Automatic Repeat re-
Quest) to recover from link errors. We pro-
pose modifications to the TCP sender only.
The TCP receiver is kept unchanged if it sup-
ports commonly implemented TCP timestamp
option. Our scheme does not pose implemen-
tation problems like the other well established
existing wireless TCP solutions to be outlined
in Section 4. In addition, experiments show this
scheme yields better performance than existing
ones in the cellular network and in the satellite
network.

We organize the rest of this paper as fol-
lows. Section 2 outlines TCP characteristics
over wireless links. In Section 3 we present our
scheme. In Section 4 we describe other works
to improve TCP perfromance over wireless sup-
ported by data link layer. In Section 5 we evalu-
ate the performance implications of our scheme.
In Section 6 we discuss an unique feature of our
scheme in the light of aggressive TCP receivers.
Finally we conclude in Section 7.

2. TCP Issue over Wireless Links

Conventional TCP senders detect segment
losses using either of the following ways 5).

1. Retransmission Timeout: if the TCP
sender does not receive the correspond-
ing acknowledgement within a certain time
RTO (Retransmission Timeout) after the
TCP sender had sent the segment, it de-
cides that the segment was lost in the
network. RTO is determined based on
RTT(Round Trip Time) of the connection
dynamically.

2. Fast Retransmit: When the TCP receiver
receives any segment which is not the ex-
pected next in-sequence, it sends a du-
plicate acknowledgement (dupack) contain-
ing the same acknowledgement number as
the previous acknowlegement. The TCP
sender decides that the segment was lost in
network, if it receives three dupacks con-
secutively.

Conventional TCP can perform well in wired
networks, where the segment losses due to link
errors can be ignored 6). But wireless links are
prone to a high link error rate. Hence in wire-
less networks conventional TCP senders end up
shrinking congestion window unnecessarily for
segment losses due to link errors. As such, con-
ventional TCP protocols cannot perform well in

wireless networks.
Data link layer Automatic Repeat reQuest

(ARQ) protocols can be used to hide the in-
fluence of link errors on wireless links from the
end hosts. Data link layer ARQ protocols alone
cannot always succeed in this effort for TCP be-
cause of the following two reasons.

1. If it takes too much time to retransmit on
wireless links, timeout (i.e., spurious time-
out) of TCP may occur 7).

2. When retransmissions on data link layer
make the order of segment arrivals at the
TCP receiver different from the order of
segment transmissions at the TCP sender,
the TCP receiver sends dupacks 8). As
such, fast retransmit (i.e., spurious fast re-
transmit) occurs.

3. Our Scheme

In this section, we propose a new scheme
to avoid TCP performance degradation in the
wireless network. This scheme has the following
features.

1. Wireless links support data link layer
ARQ.

2. Our proposed new TCP, i.e., TCP Iden-
tification & Revivable Window is deployed
instead of conventional TCP.

3.1 New TCP: TCP Identification &
Revivable Window

In our scheme, we use new TCP as the trans-
port layer protocol. The values of congestion
window and slow start threshold are stored for
a certain time after timeout or receiving three
dupacks. If data link layer ARQ on the wireless
link recovers segment losses due to link errors,
our proposed new TCP sender revives the con-
gestion window and the slow start threshold to
its pre-loss state by restoring the saved values.
The new TCP sender accommodates the follow-
ing new functions.

1. To place an identification tag on each data
segment.

2. To memorize the values of the congestion
window and the slow start threshold just
before retransmitting the data.

3. To restore the values of congestion win-
dow and slow start threshold depending on
the identification tag on the acknowledge-
ment corresponding to the retransmitted
data. Such restoration is named as window
revival in this paper.

It is not needed to modify the TCP receiver
implementing TCP timestamp option 9).
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Fig. 2 TCP timestamp option field.

Fig. 1 Flowchart of TCP-I&RW sender operation.

We call this new TCP as TCP Identification
& Revivable Window (TCP-I&RW). The TCP-
I&RW sender operates on the following algo-
rithms: Slow Start(), Congestion Avoidance(),
Fast Retransmit(), Fast Recovery(), Window
Save() and Window Revival(). First four algo-
rithms have already been implemented in TCP-
Reno 6). The remaining two algorithms are
proposed in this paper. Figure 1 shows the
flowchart of TCP-I&RW.

3.2 TCP Identification
While sending a data segment, the TCP-

I&RW sender places a new identification tag
(TCP identification) on the timestamp value
(TSval) field on TCP header in each data seg-
ment. This tag distinguishes the data segment
from other ones. The TCP receiver with TCP
timestamp function support copies the TCP
identification to timestamp echo reply (TSecr)
field on the TCP header in the acknowledge-
ment corresponding to the data segment as
TCP identification reply. Figure 2 shows the
form of TCP timestamp option field on TCP
header.

The TCP identification is composed of the
data identification (DID) and the segment iden-
tification (SID) as shown in Fig. 3. Each block
of data has a unique DID. However, the values
of SID are different in each original transmitted

Fig. 3 TCP identification.

data segment or retransmitted data segment.
Since TCP identification is implemented

on TSval fields, the value of the identifi-
cation should support the PAWS (Protec-
tion Against Wrapped Sequence number) algo-
rithm 9), which is implemented by TCP times-
tamp option. Otherwise, the TCP receiver may
drop valid data segments. To support PAWS al-
gorithm, we propose the following methods to
decide the value of the identifications as follows.

1. DID is put before SID as more significant
bits on the TCP TSval field (as figreffig:id).

2. DID takes on values from a monotone in-
creasing function. For example, DID of
two successive data blocks i and i+1 will
maintain the following relation DIDi+1 =
DIDi + 1.

If the value of TCP identification on the un-
received data segment is gussable, aggressive
TCP receivers may manipulate TCP identifi-
cation reply on the acknowledgement to oc-
cupy an unfairly high share of the link band-
width (described in Section 6). The TCP-
I&RW sender therefore should decide SID ran-
domly (ideally, using a random number gener-
ator).

Again, by maintaining appropriate data
structure at the TCP-I&RW sender the basic
TCP timestamp functionality is not affected.

3.3 Window Revival
Our proposed TCP-I&RW incorporates a

window revival mechanism to overcome the re-
duced data transmission rate in case of segment
loss due to link error. This functionality is
achieved through the following data structure
and algorithms.

1. The TCP sender adds TCP identification
on each data segment. When the TCP
sender sends a new data segment, it stores
the value corresponding to the SID of TCP
identification on the segment to the ele-
ment of the array seg id[X], where X is
the value corresponding to the DID of TCP
identification on the data segment.
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Fig. 4 System model.

2. Just before the TCP sender retransmits
data first time being triggered by time-
out or three dupacks, it stores the val-
ues of congestion window and slow start
threshold in the variable cwnd prev and
ssthresh prev respectively. This constitutes
Window Save() algorithm.

3. Upon receiveing the first acknowledge-
ment for the retransmitted segment, the
TCP sender considers TCP identification
reply to be consisting of two parts, X and
Y. The values of X and Y correspond to
DID and SID in TCP identification reply
respectively. If X equals DID of the re-
transmitted data segment and Y equals
seg id[X], it is inferred that the originally
transmitted TCP data segment has not
been lost due to congestion. That is, its re-
transmission was spurious. Therefore, the
TCP sender restores the values of conges-
tion window and slow start threshold to
the values of the variable cwnd prev and
ssthresh prev respectively. this constitutes
Window Revival() algorithm.

4. Related Works

Snoop scheme 8) and Delayed Duplicate Ac-
knowledgements scheme 3) are the most promi-
nent existing solutions to improve TCP perfor-
mance in wireless networks using retransmis-
sions on wireless links. We provide a brief out-
line of these schemes using the network model
as in Fig. 4. In this system, there is a base
station BS between a TCP sender host and a
TCP receiver host. The TCP sender host is
connected to BS by the wired network and the
host with the TCP receiver host is connected
to BS by the wireless link.

The Eifel algorithm 19),20) has been proposed
to overcome TCP performance problems re-
lated to spurious retransmissions. Therefore it
improves TCP performance over wireless net-
works using data link layer ARQ. The mech-
anism has some structural similarity with the
one in TCP-I&RW.

4.1 Snoop Scheme
Snoop is a TCP-aware retransmission mecha-

nism on the wireless link. Snoop is implemented
at the base station BS, where it observes TCP

headers of segments passing through BS. Snoop
behaves as follows.

1. Snoop buffers TCP data segments sent by
the TCP sender until the corresponding ac-
knowledgements pass through BS.

2. If Snoop receives a dupack from the TCP
receiver and the corresponding lost seg-
ment is in the buffer, it drops the du-
pack and retransmits the corresponding
segment.

3. If Snoop has not received the acknowlege-
ment after sending a data segment until
timeout determined by Snoop occurs, then
it retransmits the data segment.

Snoop has the following problems on the im-
plementation.

1. Per-flow management is needed on BS. So
a large amount of resources on BS is con-
sumed.

2. If IP encryption is used, this scheme is not
usable.

Also TCP performance is affected owing to
the following reasons.

1. Link error detections based on TCP-
dupacks is not efficient.

2. If the round trip time between BS and
TCP receiver are large, spurious timeout
may occur frequently.

4.2 Delayed Duplicate Acknowlege-
ments Scheme

Delayed Duplicate Acknowlegements (DDA)
scheme uses data link layer ARQ on the wire-
less link. If the order of the segment arrival at
the TCP receiver is different from the order of
the segment transmission at the TCP sender,
then the TCP receiver delays to generate the
third dupack (and later dupacks) for a certain
optimal time d. If the TCP receiver receives
the segment retransmitted by data link layer
ARQ during the time d, then the TCP receiver
doesn’t send the third dupack.

The implementation problems of DDA
scheme lie with difficulties to estimate the op-
timal time d both statically and dynamically.

Also TCP performance is affected owing to
the following reasons.

1. If the time d is too large, throughput may
decrease due to spurious timeout.

2. If segment losses occur due to congestion,
the error recovery is unnecessarily delayed
for the time d. As such, the benefits of
using dupacks vanish.

4.3 Eifel Algorithm
TCP implementing the Eifel algorithm de-
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tects spurious retransmissions resulting from
spurious timeout or spurious fast retransmit
in a manner similar to TCP-I&RW. TCP im-
plementing the Eifel algorithm realizes opti-
mal TCP performance in wireless networks with
data link layer ARQ. The Eifel algorithm has
similarity with the mechanism in TCP-I&RW
at the following points.

1. The TCP sender distinguishes an original
segment from retransmitted segments us-
ing TCP timestamp option.(An approach
using 2 bits from the 4 remaining reserved
bits in TCP header is also proposed 19),20).)

2. The TCP sender stores the values of con-
gestion window and slow start threshold
just before retransmitting data. The TCP
sender restores these values upon detecting
a spurious retransmission.

TCP implementing the Eifel algorithm can
get the same performance as TCP-I&RW for
the TCP receiver with TCP timestamp option
in certain scenarios.

However, the Eifel algorithm is not foolproof.
An aggressive TCP receiver can manipulate
TSecr field (or, the flags on the reserved bits)
in an acknowledgement. Therefore, the aggres-
sive TCP receiver can deceive the TCP sender
in interpreting a non-spurious retransmission to
be a spurious one. Thus the aggressive TCP re-
ceiver can enjoy an unfairly higher share of link
bandwidth than it deserves.To the contrary,
our proposal TCP-I&RW is robust against such
ill-motivated attempts. This is because TCP-
I&RW decides the value of SID randomly and
detects spurious retransmissions depending on
the random value. Hence, even aggressive TCP
receivers cannot deceive the TCP sender in in-
terpreting a non-spurious retransmission to be
a spurious retransmission.

5. Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate TCP-I&RW with
data link layer ARQ and other related flow con-
trol schemes using the ns-2 simulator 10). We
consider a cellular network and a satellite net-
work for the evaluation. Our performance met-
rics are as follows 12).

1. Throughput (for the cellular network).
2. Bandwidth utilization (for the satellite

network).
The other flow control schemes that we con-

sider are (1) TCP-Reno without data link layer
ARQ, (2) TCP-Reno with data link layer ARQ,
(3) Snoop scheme (TCP-Reno based) and (4)

DDA scheme (TCP-Reno based).
The TCP sender is assumed to be performing

a bulk data transfer. Each TCP data segment
contains 1,000 bytes, while each TCP acknowl-
edgement contains 40 bytes. We use NAK-
based selective repeat 11) as data link layer
ARQ on the wireless link. Each link level NAK
contains 16 bytes. The wireless link has a pri-
ority scheduling queue holding at most 50 seg-
ments. That is, each TCP data segment re-
transmitted by the wireless link and each data
link layer NAK have priority to be sent be-
fore other segments in the queue. TCP ac-
knowledgements and data link layer NAKs are
assumed not to be lost due to link error, as
these are sufficiently small. The time d of DDA
scheme is statically set twice the propagation
delay (i.e., round trip time) on the wireless link.

5.1 Cellular Networks
We measure throughput of a flow on the net-

work with the wireless link which is available
exclusively for the flow. We evaluate on the
system as the same as shown in figreffig:system.
Generally a cellular network has this form. Seg-
ment losses due to congestion in the wired net-
work are assumed. The propagation delay on
the path in the wired network is set 10ms (both
up and down). The bandwidth and the propa-
gation delay on the wireless link are set 2 Mbps
and 50 ms respectively (both up and down). We
measure the average throughput of a flow which
is generated during 120 seconds (about 1,000
round trip times) by the TCP sender in this sys-
tem. The data segments get lost due to link er-
rors with a probability Plink−error varying from
0% to 10% at 1% intervals. We observe cases
when the data segments are lost due to con-
gestion in the wired network with a probability
Pcongestion.

Figures 5, 6 and 7 show the results when
the probability of the segment loss due to con-
gestion in the wired network is 0%, 1% and 2%
respectively. We can observe TCP-I&RW with
data link layer ARQ realizes the best through-
put independently of the probability of the seg-
ment loss due to congestion and due to link er-
rors.

5.2 Satellite Networks
We measure bandwidth utilization on the

wireless link shared by many flows. We evaluate
on the system shown in Fig. 8. In this system,
there is an earth station between 20 TCP sender
hosts and one TCP receiver host (20 TCP re-
ceivers are in this host). Each host with each
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Fig. 5 TCP throughput in the cellular network
(Pcongestion = 0).

Fig. 6 TCP throughput in the cellular network
(Pcongestion = 0.01).

Fig. 7 TCP throughput in the cellular network
(Pcongestion = 0.02).

TCP sender is connected to the earth station
by wired links. The earth station and the host
with the TCP receivers form the wireless link
with the satellite. We assume this satellite is
a Geosynchronous Earth Orbit (GEO) Satel-
lite. The bandwidth and the propagation delay
of the wired link are 50 Mbps and 10ms respec-
tively (both up and down). The bandwidth and
the propagation delay of the satellite link are

Fig. 8 Simulation scenario for the satellite network.

Fig. 9 Bandwidth utilization on the satellite link.

10 Mbps and 225 ms 17) respectively (both up
and down). We measure bandwidth utilization
of 20 flows generated during 570 seconds (about
1,000 round trip times) in this system where the
data segments get lost due to link error with a
probability Plink−error varied from 0% to 10%
at 1% intervals.

Bandwidth utilization is defined as the ratio
of the total throughput of all flows sharing the
link to the link bandwidth. Simulation results
obtained for bandwidth utilization on the satel-
lite link is shown in Fig. 9. This shows that
TCP-I&RW with data link layer ARQ can re-
alize the best bandwidth utilization.

6. Aggressive TCP Receiver

In this section we discuss the inherent dis-
asterous situation that might occur had TCP-
I&RW not supported its unique TCP identifi-
cation mechanism.

After a retransmission in response to a seg-
ment loss, TCP-I&RW congestion window and
slow start threshold depend on the identifica-
tion reply in the corresponding acknowledge-
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Table 1 Bandwidth utilization on the satellite link with one aggressive flow.

Bandwidth Utilization
total (one aggressive flow and 19 normal flows) 0.819
one aggressive flow 0.103
one normal flow (average) 0.038

ment. When this value represents the identifi-
cation of the originally transmitted data seg-
ment, rather than a retransmitted one, con-
gestion window and slow start threshold revive
back to the values they had before the first time
retransmission.

If the conditions for window revival (i.e., the
values of TCP identifications on the original
data segments) could be guessed at the TCP
receiver host, it would be possible to develop
an aggressive TCP receiver with ability to fool
the TCP sender during segment losses due to
congestion. In such a case, while sending the
acknowledgement of a segment which had been
lost due to congestion, the TCP receiver might
attach the value of TCP identification on the
original data segment which was not actually
received by the TCP receiver. Thus, an aggres-
sive TCP receiver could make the TCP sender
restore the values of congestion window and
slow start threshold even after a true conges-
tion to occupy an unfairly high share.

As an example, we show a case where an ag-
gressive TCP receiver is allowed to occupy an
unfairly high share. It is assumed that the val-
ues of the identifications are guessable (for ex-
ample, the case where the values of SIDs are
following a rule and the TCP receivers know
the rule). We mesured (1) the total bandwidth
utilization, (2) the bandwidth utilization occu-
pied by the TCP-I&RW flow whose receiver is
the aggressive one and (3) the average band-
width utilization occupied by one normal (non-
aggressive) TCP-I&RW on the satellite link in
the satellite network of Section 5. Here one
TCP receiver (among 20) is the aggressive one.
We set 0% as the probability of a segment loss
due to link errors on the satellite link and 64k
bytes to the value of advertised window of the
aggressive TCP flow. A 0% link error implies all
segment losses are due to congestion. Table 1
shows the result.

In this simulation one aggressive TCP flow
occupies about one eighth part of the total
bandwidth utilization, though 20 flows share
the satellite link. That is, the aggressive TCP
flow is yielding an unfairly high throughput.

For the TCP sender implementing the Eifel

algorithm, it is possible to develop aggressive
TCP receivers manipulating the value of the
TSecr field (or, the flags on the reserved bits)
to occupy an unfairly high share of link band-
width.

7. Conclusion

TCP performance over wireless links suffer
severely because of misinterpretation of seg-
ment losses due to link errors. Proposals that
count on retransmission support over wireless
links are promising to overcome this problem.
These solutions, e.g., Snoop scheme or DDA
scheme, however suffer either from implementa-
tion problems or from performance drawbacks
or both. In this paper we therefore propose a
new variant of TCP we name as TCP-I&RW.
This variant of TCP with data link layer ARQ
effectively differentiates between segment losses
due to congestion and those due to link er-
ror. That is, our scheme can detect spurious
retransmission on wireless links. In addition
to providing improved performance than these
existing most effective schemes, TCP-I&RW is
free from implementation problems. Experi-
ments show that TCP-I&RW with data link
layer ARQ can get higher performance than the
existing schemes in the cellular network and
in the satellite networks. Again, TCP imple-
menting the Eifel algorithm that somewhat re-
sembles TCP-I&RW is vulnerable to aggressive
TCP receiver malpractices. To the contrary,
our proposal incorporates a mechanism to nul-
lify any such attempt by an aggressive TCP re-
ceiver.
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Editor’s Recommendation

The authors propose a new TCP congestion
window control mechanism which is effective at
the occurrence of packet loss in wireless net-
work, and evaluates its performance advantage
by simulation. Proposed method is very useful
and practical in the wireless network environ-
ment. This method is able to be adopted to
next-generation wireless networks.
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